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Repeatedly over the pastfive years enthusiastic projections of a vast and exciting market for
office automation have been put forward. Mainly, these projections have been madeby the
suppliers of equipment, and so manyof the potential users of those suppliers☂ products are
confused about the response that they should be making to the claims madefor office
automation.
In this report, we examine the pressures that are contributing to the interest in office auto-
mation, and we show that the logical reasons for its development ♥ the rising costs of
administration and overheads, and the tumbling costs of technology ♥ remain unchanged.
Wethen report on the results the pioneers in office automation, both in the United States
and in Europe, have achieved to date.
Although many claims have been madeforoffice automation, our research has shownthat,

- so far, no organisation has really started to achieve results on anything like the scale
promised. Becauseof this lack of progress, we examinecritically the state of office auto-
mation as it exists today in commercial organisations. Finally, we identify the strategic
issues that an organisation needs to consider whenit formulates its responseto office auto-
mation.



The Butler Cox Foundation is a research group that examines major
developments in the fields of computers, telecommunications and
office automation on behalf of its subscribing members. The Founda-
tion provides a set of ☜eyes and ears☝☂ on the world for the systems
departments of some of Europe☂s largest organisations.

The Foundation collects its information through its office in London
and also through its associated offices in Europe and the US.It
transmitsits findings to its members in three main ways:

♥ Through regular written reports that give detailed findings
and substantiating evidence.

♥ Through management conferences for management
services directors and their senior colleagues, where the
emphasis is on the policy implications of the subjects
studied.

♥ Through working groups where the members☂ ownspecialist
managers and technicians meet with the Foundation
research teams to review their findings in depth.

The Foundation is controlled by a Management Board whose mem-
bers include representatives from the Foundation memberorganisa-
tions. The responsibilities of the Management Boardinclude selecting
topics for research and approving the Foundation☂s annual report and
accounts, which show how the subscribed research funds have been
employed.
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CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION

Computer-based applications have long been linked to the concept of ☁automation☂ ♥ thereplacement of human effort by machine effort. During the 1960s and 1970s, data
processing systems werewidelyinstalled to assist in the routine administrative tasks that all
organisations have to perform. Indeed, those systems have had a dramatic impact on the
productivity of the payroll office, the sales ledger office, etc. It is true to say then that
computer-based systems have already madetheir mark on office automation for the specia-
lised functions for which data processing systems have been used.
More recently, many people have realised that computer-based systemspotentially have a
much widerfield of application in the office, and the concept of ☁office automation☂ now
embraces much more than the ☁automation☂ that traditional data processing systems have
provided. Repeatedly during the past five years, enthusiastic projections have been put
forward of a vast and exciting market for office automation. Furthermore, many new
products and companies have materialised to offer the promise of:
♥ Loweradministrative costs, including lower costs for communications, paperwork,

energy and office accommodation.
♥ Improvedefficiency and performance of managers andprofessionalstaff.
♥ Reduced numbersof clerical and secretarial staff.

The conceptofthe☁office☂ is extremely vague,and inevitably this means that there are many
interpretations of what the term ☁office automation☂ covers. Throughout, Europe, an
unusually broad spectrum of observers and commentators, many of whom have, of course,
vested interests, have taken up positions on this subject. It is not surprising that their claims
and beliefs often conflict with one another. The logic behind the claims madefor office auto-
mation ♥ the falling costs of technology and the rising costs both of administration and
overheads ♥ is, however, persuasive, and it has been strengthened by recent economic
trends.
Even so, no organisation has yet really started to achieve results with office automation on
the scale the various observers and commentators have promised. In fact, many organisa-
tions, and especially many large ones, find themselves in something of a dilemma about the
way they should respondto office automation. On the one hand, they fear that their competi-
tors may be moving more quickly than they are, and that, as a result, those competitors may
achieve a commercial advantage either because their administrative costs will be lower or
becausethe quality of their service will be better, or even both. On the other hand, they are
experienced enough to be sceptical of what they hear and read about office automation.
They are particularly aware that there are few reports that claim genuine successes (or
advancements) that have been achieved with office automation.

DEFINITION OF OFFICE AUTOMATION AND OFFICE SYSTEMS
One of the underlying causes of the conflicting claims and beliefs surrounding office auto-
mation is, as we have already indicated, that there is no generally agreed definition of the
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concept. This state of affairs is not surprising if we consider the very different personal
experiences and points of view brought to the discussion by the various parties involved,
including managers, computer experts, clerical staff, trade unionists, and, not least of all,
the many manufacturers of equipment.

A commonworking definition of office automation is a prerequisite for a report such as this.
To start with, we offer a broad and non-specific definition, and we then narrowit to a working
definition for the purposesof this report. The broad definition is:

☜Office automation comprises the application of modern technology to improve the
performanceof office activities.☝

In terms of a broad definition such as this, office automation is not a new phenomenon. In
the past, this definition would have included mechanically-operated large card index
systems andingeniousinvoicing systems based on the use of metal addressing plates, and
today it includes every office machine from the typewriter and the desk calculator to the
photocopier and the word processor. It also includes a great many of the computer appli-
cations that have already impinged directly on the office, such as automated payrolls and
ledgers, and databasesof various kinds. These types of computer systems haveall contri-
buted to reducing the humaneffort neededin offices.
This inclusive definition is too broad therefore, becausetraditional data processing is not the
subjectof this report. Noris this definition what people generally mean whentheytalk about
office automation today. Consequently for this report we adopt the following much more
restrictive working definition of office automation:

☜Office automation is the application of computer-based technology, in the form of
standard products, to improve general-purpose office activities.☝

When weusethe term ☁office systems☂ in this report we are referring to those computer-
based systemsthat are (and will be) used to implementoffice automation as we havejust
defined it. Such office systems include word processing systems and electronic mail
systems, and, in the main they have been developed since the mid-1970s. We use the term
☁existing systems☂ to describe the other systems that are already in usein offices. Those
systems include both mechanically-based systems that may have been in use for several
decades, and also the data processing systems that most organisations implemented
throughout the 1960s and the 1970s.

Our working definition of office automation highlights two important differences between
office automation and traditional data processing:
1. The use of standard office automation products that do not require either programming

or customising by the user contrasts sharply with the bespoke approach usedin data
processing applications.

2. General-purposeoffice activities, such as text processing or facsimile transmission, are
usually quite distinct from the specific-purpose data processing applications, such as
sales ledger systems or stock control systems, that have been developedin the past.

In our view, the significant difference between office automation and data processinglies
not in the applications themselves, but in the systems approachthat is adopted for automat-
ing the work that is carried out in offices. This work can be divided, on the one hand,into
business functions (such as sales accounting, order processing, etc.) and, on the other
hand, into the office activities (such as processing information, retrieving information,
etc.) that are common to many business functions. Each business function is executed by



performing the variousoffice activities. Office systems are used to automate the activities
that are common to many business functions, whereas data processing systems are
normally used to automate some (but usually not all) of the activities of one business
function. Consequently, if office automationis to be truly useful it must include the complete
set of activities that office workers perform. In other words, office systems need to provide
the facility to enable office workers to integrate several activities that were previously
performed separately. In this report we refer to such systemsas☁integrated office systems☂.
Because we have adopted a narrow working definition of office automation we discuss,in
this report, only products and techniquesthat are available off the shelf to end users, and
that also are general enough to be used in manydifferent kinds of businesses. Standard pro-
ducts provide the means for packaged solutions to office automation applications that will
enable office automation to have a major impactin large and small organisationsalike. Very
few organisations are large enough to be able to afford to develop their own customised
office automation systems. And evenif they could afford to do so, even fewer of them have
the technical staff available to carry out the development.
Having said all that, we acknowledge that a great deal of office automation lies outside our
definition. Nevertheless, mostof the activity and discussion that surroundsthe.subject today
falls within our working definition.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
This report has two purposes. Thefirst is to examine the present status of office automation
in large organisations. The second is to provide guidance to Foundation members on the
way in which they should respond both to the new products and to the companiesthat are
attempting to exploit the office automation market. We begin in chapter 2 with a review of
the pressures that are forcing organisations to examine the feasibility of installing office
systems. In chapter 3, we report on the experience of early users of office automation
products, in both Europe and the United States. Next, in chapter 4, we examinecritically the
state of office automation asit is practised today by commercial users. Finally, in chapter5,
we interpret our findingsin the light of the many and conflicting claims that are being made
about the potential of office automation, and, based on our findings, we identify what we
believe are the important strategic issues for Foundation membersas they formulatetheir
response to office automation.
In this report, we do not attempt to examine either the full range ofoffice systems equipment
that is now on offer or the potential market for such equipment.(A different kind of study
would be necessary for such a review.) Instead, we examine the progress that has been
made sofar in applying, to real problems, the office systemstools that are available today,
and we also draw those conclusions that can be made on the evidence and the experience
to date.



CHAPTER2

THE PRESSURES FOR OFFICE AUTOMATION

In this chapter we review the two pressures that have resulted in the recent upsurge of
interest in office automation. The first pressure comes from those organisations that are
potential users of office systems equipment, because they need to contain the rapid
increase they are experiencing in the costof office staff. The second comes from the
suppliers of computer-based equipment, because they need toidentify large new markets
for their products.

THE PRESSUREARISING FROM THE COSTOF OFFICE STAFF

In the Western industrialised countries, the numbers and the cost of office staff have
increased in a rapid and pervasive way. As most of our readers will know, C. Northcote
Parkinson observed that the growth of administrative staffs was effectively independent of
the activities that they were to administer, and he summarised his observations as Parkin-
son☂s Law.In recentyears, this growth trend has been viewed with alarm, or resignation, or
contempt, depending upon the observer☂s viewpoint.

Nobody needs to be reminded thatoffice staff are very numerous and that organisations
spend large amounts of money on employing them. Figure 1 shows somefairly recentstatis-
tics about the number of workers employed in offices in the United Kingdom and in the
United States. In the figure, office (white-collar) workers have been divided into the two
broad groups of managerial, professional and technical workers, and clerical and secre-
tarial staff. This division reflects the wayin whichofficial employmentstatistics are collected
in both countries.

The rightmost columnof the figure (which showsthe total numberof white-collar workers)
gives the mostsignificant information. White-collar employment accounts for 34.2 per cent
of all workers in the United Kingdom, and it accounts for 50.0 per cent of all workers in the
United States.
Figure 2, on page6, confirmsthat the salaries of these white-collar workers constitute huge
sums of money, and it showsthe actual amountsinvolved. In the United Kingdom, the total
salary bill for white-collar workers in 1980 was £43,520m per annum, or £5,585 per
employee. In the United States, at $15,946 per employee,the total white-collar salary bill
amounted to no less than $592,420m per annum.

It must be remembered, of course,that salaries are not the only elementof the costof office
staff. The cost of office space is a significant element, and it is growing larger as com-
mercial rents increase. This applies particularly to those manyoffices that are locatedin the
centres of the largest conurbations, where rents are vastly higher than those for premises
used as factories or shops elsewhere.Finally, of course, so-called fringe benefits form a not
insignificant element of the total cost of office staff in many organisations nowadays.
To those who still regarded office costs as a minor overhead, the veryhigh ratesofinflation
in salaries in the 1970s represented a heavy blow. In most companies,too, the increases in
the 1970sin office costsofall kinds havefar outstripped any genuine improvementsin office
productivity, no matter how these improvements are measured.  



Any discussion of the productivity of white-collar workers is, of course, complicated by the
fact that, except for the most routine of tasks, it is mostdifficult to measure productivity. The
more abstract and conceptual a jobis, the morearbitrary is any purely quantitative measure
of the job-holder☂s productivity.
 

Figure 1 Number of workers employed in offices in the United Kingdom and in the United
States in 1980
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Occupational groups
Number and percentage , i
of white-collar workers Managerial Clericalprofessional and Total

and technical secretarial
United Kingdom (March 1980)

Number of males 2,744,700 816,900 3,561,600
Percentage of all male workers 20.6% 6.1% 26.7%

Number of females 921,600 3,308,200 4,229,800
Percentage of all female workers 9.7% 34.8% 44.5%

Total 3,666,300 4,125,100 7,791,400
Percentage of total workers 16.1% 18.1% 34.2%

United States (December 1980)

Numberof males 15,488,000 3,007,000 18,495,000
Percentage of all male workers 33.9% 6.6% 40.5%

Numberof females 7,844,000 10,812,000 18,656,000
Percentage of all female workers 27.5% 37.9% 65.4%

Total 23,332,000 13,819,000 37,151,000
Percentage of total workers 31.4% 18.6% 50.0%  

This figure shows some official employment statistics for full-time workers who are generally
regarded asoffice staff. The survey methodsused in the two countries to obtain these figures are not
identical. Nevertheless, similarities are apparent, as is the greater degreeof office employmentin the
USA (50 per centof thetotal full-time workforce).

(Sources: New Earnings Survey, UK Department of Employment, February 1981; US Employment and
Earnings, US Bureau of LaborStatistics, January 1981)
 

This background of increasing office costs has provided a very potent stimulus for the
development of new office systems that could:
♥ Makeoffice staff more productive.
♥ Enable office staff to be reduced in number.
♥~° Facilitate improved job performance by managerial and professional workers.



 

Figure 2 National expenditure on white-collar workers☂ salaries in 1980

 

 

 

 

Occupational groups
Average individual salary and ☁ :

total national salary bill Managerial, Clericalprofessional and Total
and technical secretarial

United Kingdom

Average salary per employee per annum £7,100 £4,240 £5,585

National salary bill per annum on office
workers £26,030m £17,490m £43,520m

United States
Average salary per employee per annum $18,710 $11,280 $15,946

National salary bill per annum onoffice
workers $436,540m $155,880m $592,420m    
 

This figure showsthe averagebasic salaries paid each yearto white-collar workers in the UK and the
USA.The total national salaries bill has been arrived at by multiplying the average individual salaries
above by the numberof workers given in each groupin figure 1.

(Sources: New Earnings Survey, UK Department of Employment, February 1981; US Employment and
Earnings, US Bureau of Labor Statistics, January 1981)
 

Conventional data processing applications have, of course, already gone some way towards
achieving these three desired improvements. Now, many organisations have high expec-
tations that office automation will produce much orall of the remainder of the desired
improvements. They base their expectations on the previous successeswith the automation
of non-office jobs, and the possibility that much office work maybe able to be automated in a
similar way. The financial incentive to do this is obviously extremely powerful, having regard
to the enormous sums of money paid out in white-collar workers☂ salaries and overheads.

THE PRESSURE ARISING FROM THE NEED OF THE SUPPLIERS OF EQUIPMENT
We commented in Foundation Report No. 15 ♥ Management Services and the Micropro-
cessor(and also in.subsequent reports), that the computer manufacturers face an increas-
ingly harsh commercialfuture. The costof their basic elements of equipment (the electronic
components)is declining by as much as 30 per cent per annum, and these companieswill
have to double their volume of unit sales every three years merely to maintain constant
revenues.Inflation has made this problem even worse by debasing the real value of their
revenues.
Our comments have been borne out by subsequent events in the computer industry. Worst
placed are those companiesthat traditionally have a high cost of sales per unit sold. The
diminishing real cost of each computer sold makesit necessary for their marketing depart-
ments to work ever harder just to maintain the existing position. Those companies need

 



desperately to identify large and promising new markets for their products, because the
traditional computer markets are nearly saturated, and the competition in those marketsis
intense.
Many suppliers consider that the office systems market is just such a market. Its principal
appealis that it extends from the very largest organisations down to almost the smallest. All
organisations are faced with rising office costs, and they all want to contain or even to
reduce those costs. In addition, the presumed benefits of office systems do not have to be
sold individually and speculatively, in the same waythat the benefits of the early computers
had to be.
Perhaps even more important to the manufacturers of computer-based equipmentis that
office products can be sold off the shelf to a mass market. The sales costs per productsold
can be kept very low,and this is an extremely attractive feature to an industry that has tradi-
tionally been beset by high marketing costs. The type of marketing required, however, must
change from the traditional brand-awarenessstyle to a much more aggressive and benefit-
oriented style.
Against this background, it is not surprising that much of the publicity being generated about
office automation derives from the suppliers rather than fromeither users or researchers. A
most comprehensive media campaign is being waged in an attempt to present office auto-
mation products as goods that can (and should) be purchased through retail outlets. This
campaign includes advertising both on television and in national newspapers by the manu-
facturers of office systems equipmentof all kinds. Muchofthis advertising has concentrated
on the products andtheir individual features, rather than on the specific benefits the user
can obtain from them.

 
Because there are no well-defined standards for even the simplest office functions, and
because, also, the cost of entry into the office systems marketis low, the plethora of confus- |
ing publicity is likely to continue. Its effect is to place considerable pressure on organisa- |
tions to introduce orat least investigate office automation. Not surprisingly, the suppliers
are creating the impression that office systems and products are well advanced,and that
many companiesare forging ahead with productive developments. Oneresult of this is that |
many organisations are experiencing intense pressure to imitate this presumed success. |

 



CHAPTER3

USERS☂ EXPERIENCE WITH OFFICE SYSTEMS

As part of the researchfor this report, we identified several organisations both in the United
States and in Europe that have pioneered the use of office systems. Weidentified, in each
organisation, the executive responsible for the organisation☂s office systems developments,
and we carried out an in-depth interview with that executive.

Our purposewith each interview was to ascertain the organisation☂s approachto office auto-
mation, the motivation that lay behindits actions, and the development methodsthat it had
used. In addition, however, we were able to form views about each organisation☂s metho-
dology for planning the introduction of office systems. All of the executives discussed fully
with us both the achievementsand the failures they felt their organisations had made, and
they also told us of their organisations☂ future plans.

The interviews enabled us to determine four main facts about users☂ experience with office
systems:

1. There is no great gap between users☂ experience in the United States and users☂
experience in Europe. Although much of the early experience has been gained in the
United States, many organisations in Europe have recognised the opportunities that
office systems present. Several European users of office automation technology now
have experience that is comparable to the experience of the pioneers in the United
States.

2. Most of the experience that users have with office systems relates to the use of word
processing systems,although a few organisations are now also experimenting with elec-
tronic mail systems.

3. Mostoffice systemsprojects are at either the experimental stage or the pilot trial stage,
and, as yet, office systems are not an important element of the overall corporate
strategy. No organisation has yet implemented or has approved plans to implement
integrated office systems on a widescale.

4. The rate at which organisations are implementing office systems is not as rapid as is
commonly believed.

These somewhat negative findings did not conform with our original hypothesis about the
state of developmentof office automation. Consequently, we attempted to find out why
organisations are not progressing with office automation as quickly as may be popularly
thought. To do this, we decided to hold a series of focus group discussions with selected
groups of Foundation membersin the United Kingdom.The purposeof the focus groups was
to discuss such issues as:
♥ The perception that senior managers haveof the importance of office automation.

♥ Theroles andthe responsibilities of the various departmentsor functions concerned
with planning for office automation.

♥ The obstacles andthe constraints that organisations expect to limit the pace and the
scale of the introduction of office automation.



Although a few of the organisations that were representedat the focus groups could be des-
cribed asoffice systems pioneers, many others were organisationsthat felt they oughtto be
doing something about office automation, but were notreally sure whatit was they should be
doing.
In this chapter, we present a sample of the experienceof the office systems pioneers. We
have chosen to report the experience of pioneers in the United States, not because there
are no pioneers elsewhere, but because the experience of United Kingdom users is reported
later in the chapter.

EXPERIENCE IN THE UNITED STATES
As we discussed in chapter 2 (on page 4), office employment in the United States costs an
enormous amount of money,in terms both ofdirect salary costs and the associated over-
head costs. The United States therefore represents a huge potential market for those office
automation products that caneither displace costsin the office or improve the effectiveness
of office workers. Many organisations in the United States now have some experience of
using those products, and we present below the experiencesof four office systems pioneers
asindividual casehistories. As will be apparent, the experiencesof these four organisations
are not typical, becausethey represent the leading edgeof the application of office systems
technology.
In all the four organisations, our study included detailed discussions with the vice-president
responsible for office automation. Three of the organisations in our case histories are banks,
and the fourth is a large manufacturing company. We have chosen to include three banks
because, if any one industry sector can claim to be the pioneer in office automation, it is the
banking and finance sector.
Casehistory 1
The first case history is of a large bank that has its headquarters on the West Coastof the
United States. In 1978, the chairmanof the bank became awareofthe increasing numberof
budget proposals that included a provision for word processors. He concluded that the
acquisition of word processors oughtto be controlled centrally, and as a result, he made the
bank☂s industrial engineering department responsible for all aspects of word processing
throughout the bank. The industrial engineering department quickly decided that, to obtain
the maximum benefit from their word processors, the bank should concentrate the equip-
ment in just one department. This department would then provide a centralised word
processing service to all the headquartersstaff.

The move to a centralised word processing service was a radical change for the bank,
because previously there was no centralised typing service. The plan to establish the new
word processing centre was cost-justified by predicting the reductionsin secretarial costs
that would be achieved whenthe centre wasestablished, and also by assuming that most
managers would relinquish their local typing facilities.

The word processing centre is now operational, and it is equipped with machines (mainly
Wordplex systems, but also a few IBM MC82s)that have been☁liberated☂ from managers☂
offices. The plan is to replace all of the equipment with Wang word processing systems.

The centre accepts any kind of typing work from any of the 2,800 employeesin the bank☂s
headquarters, either in manuscript form or via a telephonedictation system. All work is read
by trained proof readers before being returnedtoits originator. The average turnround time
for workis five to six hours, although urgent work is handled more quickly than this.

  
 



Even though the plan wasfully supported by the board, there was considerableinitial
reaction against thenew centreby those professional and managerial staff who were to lose
their private secretaries. Now, however, most users are very satisfied with the centre
becauseit has concentrated on providing

a

first-class service. The predicted reductions in
secretarial costs have been achieved, and only the bank☂s most senior vice presidents now
retain any kind of local typing facility, and that is for the typing of highly confidential docu-
ments.
Although the moveto the word processing centre was carefully planned, and has achieved
the predicted benefits, the bank does not yet have any formalplansto link its word process-
ing system to other types of information processing system. The bank has not yet con-
sidered introducing a formallink between its office automation (word processing) appli-
cations and its data processing applications. Data processing staff have, in fact, not been
involved at all with the current word processing developments.

The industrial engineering department has, however, developed prototype designs for
simple ☁managementinformation☂ terminals. If the bank adopts a terminal of this type, that
terminal could form the basis of a wider office automation strategy, because the prototype
designs include not only word processing functions, but also information storage and
retrieval facilities and an electronic mail capacity. The word processing functions provided
by the prototype designs are deliberately simple. For example, the keyboards use a non-
QWERTYlayout to discourage managers from typing.
As the next step, the industrial engineering department plans, as a pilot trial, to install
several of the prototype management information terminals in one user department. The
department is not sure, however, that the bank will financethis pilot trial, because it is
unable to provide the board with an adequate cost-benefit justification for the proposed
expenditure. The departmenthasthe users☂ full support for the pilot trial, and it hopes that
this will help to persuade the board to allow it to proceed with the trial.

Case history 2
When the data processing department of another major bank on the West Coast of the
United States realised that there was a growing demand from user departments for word
processing facilities, it took the initiative and decided that word processing needed to be
carefully introducedinto the bank. A small team of people was established for this purpose
within the data processing department, and this office automation team wasgiven the Kes-
ponsibility for creating several word processing centres throughout the bank. The proposal
to create the centres wascost-justified on the basis of estimated reduced secretarial costs,
and the assumption that many managers would lose their local typing facilities.

Someof the word processing centres were subsequently established, and they have proved
to be successful. Initially, they were equipped with Lexitron equipment, but this is now being
replaced by Wang equipment. The reason for the change is the communicationsfacilities
that are expected to becomeavailable with the Wang equipment. Two of the centres were
not successful, however, and they have now been abandoned. Those two centres were
designedto serve severalof the smaller and geographically-dispersedoffices, but it was not
possible to solve the problemsof providing an effective workinglink between the offices and
the centre. These smaller offices now havetheir own locally-based word processors, and, as
a result, the expected savings in secretarial costs have not beenfully achieved.

The office automation team also decided to explore the concept of administration support
units. It proposed that each unit would contain staff who would support either a group of
managers ora groupofprofessional staff. The administrative support unit staff would not be
regarded as secretaries, but as ☁administrative assistants☂ who could handle someof those

10



simpler and more routine tasks that managers☂ secretaries perform at present. A senior
secretary, a manager, and a memberof the professional staff were drafted into the office
automation team to assist the team in defining the requirements for and the functions of
administration support units.
The team has spent a considerable amountof time and effortin trying to acquire an under-
standing of the manager/secretary relationship, and in assessing those managerial tasks
that could be delegated to a well-trained (and well-supported) administrative assistant. The
office automation team has, however, neither received nor sought board-level commitment
to the concept of administration support units.
The next step will be to establish a pilot administration support unit, probably within the data
processing department. The office automation team would also like to develop an executive
terminal system, but at present it has notfully identified the facilities that such a system
should provide. The team believes that the pilot administration support unit will produce
information that will help the team to identify the facilities that are required.
The office automation team also believes that there is considerable support within the bank
for an electronic mail system. The team basesthis belief on the reactions of those staff
members who have accessto a rudimentary electronic mail system that the data processing
staff have developed to run on the bank☂s mainframe computer. Although this systemis said
to be extremely difficult to use, it has proved to be popular with those who have accesstoit.

Casehistory 3
Towards the end of 1977, a large Midwestern bank in the United States recognised thatit
had a serious problem in handling the growing volume of printed outputs produced byits
computer systems. As a result, the bank decided to changeits systems philosophy, and the
printouts are now held in computerfiles that are accessible to users through visual display
terminals equipped with a simple enquiry system. This enquiry system has since been
expanded to provide a more general enquiry system, whichis able to accessall the major
computer files.
By the end of 1978, the bank possessed an internal network that linked all the bank☂s
locations to its head office. It also had an internal network that provided the enquiry system.
This meant that it had the basis on which to develop an electronic mail system. The team
that had developed the enquiry system renameditself ☁the office automation team☂, and it
began to develop the bank☂s first electronic mail product.

The electronic mail system the team developed now spansthe United States, andit also pro-
vides links to the bank☂s Europeanoffices. There are about 1,700 users of the system, and
most of them are satisfied with the system☂s facilities and make extensive use of them. The
users have notfelt it necessary to establish a quantitative measure of the benefits of the
system. Indeed, many of the more recent users have acquired mailboxes as a result of
pressure from their colleagues and their immediate superiors who werealready using the
system.
After it had developed the electronic mail system, the office automation team installed
several word processing systems, and these were used to form a shared word processing
centre. These word processors werelinked into the electronic mail system. The team also
installed word processing systems in the homes of two employees. These home systems
werelinked into the bank☂s network, and thusinto the electronic mail system and the word
processing centres.
The word processing centres are now extensively used, and together with the message
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system they have provided the bank with a very easy meansof permitting staff at several
locations to work on the same document. However, the word processing systems installed in
the homes of the two employees were not successful. Oneof the two involved decided to
give up work altogether, and the other asked to be transferred to one of the bank☂s word
processing centres.
The office automation team also experimented with the use of telephone answering mach-
ines. These machines werelinked to managers☂ telephones, and they enabled the managers
both to receive messages when they were away from the office and to record messages
whenthey did not want to be disturbed. About 120 managers now have telephone answering
machines attached to their telephones, and some of them claim that the answering
machines have cut by nearly half the amountof time they spend on the telephone.As with
the electronic mail system, there has been no formal attempt to quantify the benefits of the
telephone answering machines. The managers believe the serviceis worth to them what
they have to payforit.
The office automation team nowintendsto design a special deskthat has incorporatedin ita
terminal, a telephone and a telephone answering machine. The desk will be designed to
appeal to the bank☂s vice-presidents and senior vice-presidents.

Despite the existenceof the office automation team,there is no formal plan for co-ordinating
office automation plans throughout the bank. The bank regards the office automation team
as a small in-house vendorof systems and services, and line managers havefull authority to
decide whetheror notto buy the team☂s products. Theoffice automation team believes that
its opportunistic approachis the right one, andit points to the success of its products as
justification for that belief.

Case history 4
In mid-1978, the board of directors of a large manufacturing companythat hasits head-
quarters on the East Coast of the United States decided that office automation had
developed sufficiently for them to considerthe benefits it might bring to their company. The
board also recognised that they had only a very vague understanding of exactly what an
☁office☂ consisted of, and only a vague idea of how muchtheir offices were costing them.
They decided therefore to appoint a vice-president for office automation, whosefirst task
would be to assemble a comprehensivefinancial and organisational picture of the company.

Four monthslater the vice-president had constructed this picture, and he then presented his
report to the board. The board then asked him to producea further report to answer four
basic questions about the company☂s office operations:
1. Why should we consider changing our office operations?
2. What will happen if we do not change our office operations?
3. In what different ways could we change ouroffice operations?
4. \n what particular way would you recommendthat we changeouroffice operations, and

for what reasons?
The board subsequently approved the approach that the office automation vice-president
recommended. He then developed a more detailed methodology for implementing the initial
stages of the approach. Although the company operates a large data processing
department, he did notinvolve that departmentin the formulation either of the documents or
the methodology.
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The company subsequently established a small office automation team headedbythe office
automation vice-president. The team has nowinstalled five pilot word processing instal-
lations, and each oneis shared by two or three secretaries, who can elect to use either the
word processor or their typewriter. The pilot installations will continue to be monitored
closely, and, if they are eventually judged to be successful, more systems will be installed
throughout the company.
The office automation team believesthat its greatest achievement to date has been to gaina
full understanding of the company☂s presentoffice environment, and to establish clearly the
company☂s reasons for developing office systems. Further progress will be slow because
funding both for the word processing systems and the office automation team has been
difficult to obtain. Although the board recognise the potential benefits of office automation,
corporate priorities have dictated that available funds be channelled into other develop-
ments.

EXPERIENCEIN THE UNITED KINGDOM
In late 1980 and early 1981 we conducteda series of focus group meetings, and these were
attended by representatives of twenty-seven United Kingdom Foundation member
organisations altogether. Our aim with these meetings was to determine the stage of
development that memberorganisations had reachedwith their use of office systems tech-
nology, but more importantly it was also to determinethe real obstacles that were prevent-
ing office systems being implementedat a faster rate. We chose to use focus group discus-
sions because we were aiming to collect qualitative information (rather than quantitative
information) from member organisations, and focus groups are generally recognised to be
an excellent way of obtaining this type of information. In addition, it was essential that we
should be able to compareeasily the different experiences of member organisations, and we
believe that discussion (rather than individual interviews) both aided and enhanced that
comparison.
Foundation membersaretypically large diverse organisations, so clearly the opinionstheir
representatives expressed during the focus group meetings cannot be taken as representa-
tive of United Kingdom organisations as a whole. Nevertheless, the use of office systems
technologyis likely to be pioneeredby. largefirms, and so the viewsof the representatives of
twenty-seven Foundation membersare significant.

The memberorganisations whose representatives attended the discussions camefrom nine
different industry sectors as shown in figure 3. We had originally excluded from the
discussions those membersthat supply office systems equipment, because we wanted to
research the experiences of only the users (or potential users) of office systems. We did,
however, admit the representatives of two supplier organisations to the discussions
because they both came from their organisation☂s own internal management services
department. In the event, the only distinguishing feature between these two supplier organi-
gations and the other twenty-five organisations was that the former were obliged to install
and use their company☂s own productsif at all possible.

The Foundation members☂ representatives who attended were mostly the senior managers
responsible for office automation. Two of the representatives, however, were internal
consultants. Each participant in the focus groups claimed that his organisation had some
kind of office systemsplan, but it was clearthat the scope, the level and the aimsof those
plansvaried greatly. The participant whose view most closely represented a consensus view
said that his organisation required a planning mechanism that sets the proposed short-term
actions in the wider context of what the organisation thoughtit was aimingfor. In particular,
this participant needed to be reasonably certain that anything new he did now would not
debar any importantoptions at a later date.
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Figure 3 Organisations represented at the focus group discussions

 

 

Industry sector Number of organisations

Brewing 2

Chemical 4

Engineering and construction 3

Finance 2

Food processing 5

Government 2

Oil and energy 4

Retail and service 3

Suppliers of equipment 2     
 

We now summarise, under four headings, the main conclusions that we have drawnfrom the
focus group discussions. First, we discuss the way in which the organisations whose
representatives participated in the discussions control their office systems developments.
Second, wereporton the involvementof trade unionsin office systems developments. Third,
we discuss the achievements to date of those Foundation members whose representatives
participated in the focus groups. Finally, we discuss the factors that the focus grouppartici-
pants believed were determining the rate at which office systems were being developed.
The control of office systems development
It becameclear early in the discussions that no two memberorganisations controlled their
office systems developments in exactly the same way. Nevertheless, we were able to
identify five general types of control that encompassall of the twenty-seven organisations
whose representatives participated in the discussion, and we discuss these types below:
1. In eleven of the organisations, the end user has overall control of the office systems

developments, either because he has the ultimate decision-making responsibility or
because the equipment was acquired on his budget. There is, however, also some form
of central advice and co-ordination.

2. In three of the organisations, the end user has overall control of the office systems
developments(for the same reasons as in 1 above), but the information systems depart-
ment hasthe authority to veto the end user☂s decisions.

3. In two of the organisations, the end user has overall control of the office systems
developments, but a central body either imposes certain standards (Such as the com-
munications interfaces) or determines the buying policy.

4. In nine of the organisations, the information systems departmenthastotal controlofall
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aspects of office systems developments. In these organisations, the end users have an
advisory role only.

5: The remaining two organisations have no central control or co-ordination of their present
office systems developments.

Apart from those organisations that came from the finance sectors, both of whose methodof
control was of the type quoted in 4 above, there was no correlation between industry sector
and the method of control. However, both of the organisations that had no central control or
co-ordination of their office systems developments werehighly decentralised organisations.
Thefive types of control that weidentified showedthat in more thanhalf of the organisations
whose representatives participated in the focus group discussions(sixteen out of twenty-
seven), the end users have overall control of the office systems developments. During the
discussions, however, it became clear that even amongst these sixteen organisations, the
office systems plans and policies are determined centrally. Even so, the representatives of
most of the organisations (including a few of those that controlled all of the developments
from within the information systems department) said that their organisations would permit
(or else would not be able to prevent) some end users from acting independently.
The involvement of trade unions
The focus group participants were invited to dicuss the role of trade unionsin the develop-
ment of office systems, and the discussion showed that the involvement of trade unions
varies considerably from organisation to organisation. Two of the organisations do not have
any of their clerical staff represented by a trade union, and the representatives of a further
nine organisations were unwilling to comment. Ten of the participants said that their
organisations had not involved their trade unionsin their office systems developmentplans.
The representatives of the remaining six organisations said that their organisations had
involved their trade unionsin their office systems development and, in general, they had
found that the trade unions had been prepared to examine the issues rather than adopt an
immediately defensive stance.
The achievements to date
The participants discussed the achievementsthat their organisations had made in develop-
ing and implementing office systems. Twenty-five participants reported on the progresstheir
organisations have made to date. Mostof their organisations☂ achievements have beenin
word processing, although two organisations have had some experienceof electronic mail,
and a few have had some experience of multifunction systems. The remaining two organisa-
tions are not implementing office systems at the present time. The representative of one of
these two organisations said that the right products and the necessary interface standards
did not yet exist. The other representative said that his organisation was not implementing
office systems at present because those systems could not bejustified in cost terms. One
other participant commentedthat, although his organisation had implemented someoffice
systems, it was holding back from implementing any more systems because he himself was
not sure whether they would help to achievehis organisation☂s objectives.

With only one exception, the twenty-five participants who reported on their organisations☂
progress to date thought that their current office systems implementations should be
regarded as experimental. However, a few of these participants claimed that their organisa-
tions have achieved general cost savings with these experiments. Several participants com-
mented that they considered experimentation to be an essential part of developing an
overall corporate strategy for office systems. Others, however, considered that office
systems would always be implemented in a piecemeal way, without any need for a general
strategy.
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As with the control of their office systems developments, no two member organisations have
had exactly similar achievements. However, we were able to group the achievementsof the
twenty-five organisations into the following seven categories:
it Five organisations claim that they have achieved savings in expenditure (usually on

secretarial salaries) through the use of word processing.
Seven organisations believe that they have improved the productivity of someof their
staff, although the representative of one organisation admitted that this improvement
was based on a very subjective judgement.
Three organisations claim that they have accommodated growth in their businesses
without a corresponding growthin staff. However, all three organisations have also been
increasing their use of data processing at the sametime, and it was not clear whether
this accommodation has been facilitated by data processing systems or byoffice
systems.
Four organisations consider that their biggest achievement is that they have learned a
great deal about the subject they were dealing with.
One organisation, in contrast, considers that its biggest achievement is the new prob-
lems that it has created by what is has already done.
Three organisations believe that their biggest achievementis that they have putin a lot
of ☁building blocks☂ that will help them with their future office systems developments.
Finally, two organisations believe that they have achievedverylittle, and their represen-tatives commented that it was much easier to see what their organisations have not
achieved.

Factors determining the rate of development
The focus group participants were alsoinvited to discuss the factors that they thought haddetermined the rate of developmentoftheir office systems. All the participants contributedto this part of the discussion, and in every case the factors identified were seen to beinhibiting progress rather than promotingit. We were able to identify five factors that mostofthe participating organisations thought wereinhibiting their progress with developing office _systems, and we discuss them below:
i The perceived need for, and the perceived benefits of, office systemsManyof the participants were convinced that mostof the potential end users of officesystems had not perceived any need for office systems. This lack of perception seemedto manifest itself in many ways. Most often, however, it manifested itself as the enduser☂s inability to determine why change was necessary. One participant commentedthat this limited awareness of (and enthusiasm for) office systems madeit difficult forhim to find suitable applications for office systems that would show quantifiable benefits.

In addition, most participants said that they werestill uncertain whether or not officesystems would produce measurable benefits. Several participants took this point furtherby commenting that they werestill not sure whether office systems would contributedirectly to the profitability of their organisations.
Oneparticipant commented that the suppliers of equipment did not help organisationsdevelop a perception of genuine needs. He thoughtthat suppliers already had too manyequipmentsolutions looking for problems, and they neither knew how to identify the realproblem nor helped the user to do so.
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2. Cost justification and the availability of finance
Nearly all of the participants said that their organisations havejustified their existing
office systems experiments by somekind of cost-benefit analysis. Most participants con-
sidered that intangible benefits (such as better information, better decisions and other
☁added-value☂ benefits) were specious ones which, in the prevailing economic condit-
ions, no organisation would risk paying for. The participants recognised, however, that
cost-benefit analysis was difficult when the quantifiable benefits of office systems were
so uncertain. With the limited amount of moneyavailable for capital investment at the
present time, many participants considered that an unsound cost-benefit analysis for
office systems would not be well regarded by those responsible in their organisations for
allocating the limited funds available.
Several of the participants thought that the limited sums of money their organisations
had spent so far on developing office systems had contributedto the credibility gap that
still existed concerning the value of office systems. A very limited expenditure, they
considered, could not achieve any worthwhile return. They arguedthat, to be able to pro-
vide an office system thatis valuable to its users (and so provides financial return), it is
necessary to use network systems and database systems that require much higher
levels of expenditure. Those participants thought that, even if the benefits of office
systems were substantial, the cost of achieving them would be very high.

3. Existing investments
Mostparticipants commentedthat the value (and the cost) of their organisations☂ exist-
ing investments tend to betoo easily forgotten in any discussion of office systems. These
investments relate not just to equipment, but also to the staff in an organisation whose
knowledge, skills, and desire to maintain the existing ☁corporate culture☂ are very high.
One participant considered that the correct timing of any change that affected the
existing investments is an essential prerequisite to the successful introduction ofoffice
systems. He admitted, however, that he did not know when the time would be right to
introduce office systems.
Most participants believedthat the attitudesof office staff, and the desire of those staff
to maintain their status and their vested interests, would beinhibiting factors when new
office systems are introduced.

4. Theavailability of products
Nearly every participantfelt that the progress of his organisation was being hampered by
_alack of suitable office systems products. A few participants qualified this by saying that
the lack wasreally a lack of suitable productsat a realistic price. The consensus view
wasthat most suppliers lacked suitable products becausethey were unable to decide on
their future course of development. However, nearly all those participants who com-
mented on this lack of products foundit difficult to say exactly what they did need. All
that they could say was that today☂s products were not what they wanted.

5. The availability of skills
A few of the participants believed that their organisations were being hampered by a lack
of staff skilled in the various aspects of office systems. They considered that data pro-
cessing systemsanalysts did not have a good understanding either of office procedures
or of office staff. They considered, moreover, that, evenif the data processing staff were
suitable, they would not be available to work on office systems developments because
they were working exclusively on the higher-priority data processing systems. One
participant considered that if Organisation and Methods (O & M) departments were
rebuilt, or evenif they were revitalised, they would have an importantrole to play in the
development of office systems. He considered that the use of O & M staff has the
particular advantage that they do not have a vested interest in the existing data process-
ing systems.
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Overall, the participants in the focus group discussions considered that the above five
factors that inhibit the developmentof office systems represent serious constraints thatit
would not be easy to overcome.In addition, several of the participants considered that,
because of these inhibiting factors, office systems would not have a major impact ontheir
organisations until at least 1983 or 1984. Most participants were even more pessimistic than
that. They believed that office systems would not have a major effect on their organisations
until 1985 at the earliest.
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CHAPTER 4

THE STATE OF OFFICE AUTOMATION TODAY

In this chapter, we summarise the main findings of our research, and we examinecritically
the state of office automation as it has been achieved in practice by commercial users
today. First, we examine the gap that exists between the popular conceptionof the state of
developmentof office automation and the situation as it actually exists today. Second, we
identify those issuesthatstill need to be resolved before this gap can begin to be closed.

THE GAP BETWEEN THEORY AND PRACTICE
The experiencesthat we described in chapter 3 show clearly that the achievementsof office
automation suggested by some of the advertisements for office products (and, indeed, by
many of the papers andarticles presented by consultants and industry experts) are highly
exaggerated. Thereis, at least as yet, no technological wonderland in which armies of clerks
have given wayto all-purpose integrated office systems. So far, executives do not browse
through automatedfiling systemsin preferenceto either retrieving documents from conven-
tionalfiling systems or asking their secretaries to unearth the documentsfor them.

In fact, the implementation of office systems to date has beenrather pedestrian. We did not
come across a single organisation whose achievementsin office automation (as we have
defined the topic in this report) went very much beyondsimple text processing and internal
communications systems. We met several experimentswith office systems that werein pro-
gress, but some of these were speculative ventures intended either to broaden the organ-
isation☂s experience or to determine more precisely what its real needs are.

Two findings of our research were particularly interesting:

1. Few organisations have been able to prove, on economic grounds alone, that their
expenditure on office systems has produced a worthwhile return.

2. Noideal (or even common)strategy has becomeevidentfor guiding the developmentof
office systems within organisations.

The implications of these rather negative findings are far reaching. If the sample of organisa-
tions that we studied represents the leading edge of the use of office systems then we can
concludethat the practice of office automation is a world apart from the ☁theory☂, which con-
sists largely of hopeful predictions made by the marketing departments of the suppliers.
Although we know from the data presented in chapter 2 that the potential savings from
effective office automation are enormous, the practical savings achieved so far have been
modestat best.
In developing and implementing office systems, users receive little practical help from out-
side their own organisation. This situation contrasts with the early days of the mainframe
computer industry, when the computer manufacturers were often prepared to assign their
systems engineers to customers☂sites (for no additional charge) to assist in developing the
users☂ first computer applications. This was, in effect, a ☁free☂ consultancy service, the true
costs of which were bundledin with the hardware. Today, the economics of manufacturing
electronic products has changed. Competitive pressures now prevent the manufacturer
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from including anything more than rudimentary assistance in the basic price of his equip-
ment. The useris left to his own devices with the products that he buys off the shelf. This
meanseither that he may not purchasewisely, or that he may not use the products effec-
tively.
Ironically, although there are plenty of well-advertised office products on the market at keen
prices, users appear to be approaching them in a tentative and experimental fashion. Our
researchindicatesthat this reticence stems from a fundamental uncertainty in users☂ minds
about what their specific needs really are, rather than from any doubts they have about the
intrinsic merits of the products on the market. Users seem, in effect, to be asking whether
they really have the problems for which these devices are the solutions. They are unsure
about the answerto this question, because they believe that their real problems may be
quite different from those that the existing products purport to solve.
The users☂ dilemmais not eased by the apparent contradictions in the claims madeforoffice
automation. For example, several industry sources, in their predictions about the office of
the future, have made a great play of the concept of the ☁paperless office☂. This concept
rests uneasily alongside the current generation of office products (text processors, photo-
copiers, telex-like devices, and so on), which appear to be designed specifically to increase
the amount of paper used within offices.
Some of the organisations that have experimented widely with such devices regard this
conflict as more than just an amusing irony. The conceptof ☁information pollution☂ is one that
we have heard mentioned more and more frequently. This term refers not only to the pro-
liferation of paper documents, though this may be wastefulin its own right. It refers mainly to
the increasing number of separate interruptions to an employee☂s normal work that the
growing flow of messagesof one kind or another within an organisation causes. It is becom-
ing ever easier either to generate and circulate messages or to create and circulate
additional copies ofinteresting, but non-essential, information. These messages may now betransmitted and presented electronically rather than physically, but this improves the endresult verylittle. The proliferation of messages and interruptions can actually reduce thequality and the effectiveness of the workof office staff, which is the reverse of what theseoffice systems were intended to achieve.
With results such as this now commonly beingtalked about, and withlittle sign of impressiveachievements in office systems by the pioneers of the use of office systems, it is notsurprising that potential users have adopted a circumspect and rather sceptical view ofoffice automation and its benefits. Even so, we considerthat office automation still offersconsiderable potential benefits.

THE ISSUES YET TO BE RESOLVED
Our research has suggested that office automation has somehow outpaceditself. Theeconomic needsof the manufacturers have combinedwith the cost pressures on the poten-tial users to cause the launch of many new office products onto the market before there wasany kind of conceptual framework for them. Until a solid body of practical experience hasbeen built up, this lack of a conceptual frameworkis likely to lead to some disappointmentboth for manufacturers and users.
The eventual outcomeof the experienceto dateisstill in doubt. The very fact that so manyImportant questions have not yet been resolved must mean that, when the answers arefinally determined, some of the outcomes that some people assumed will be proved wrong.
Many organisations havetold usthat, in the present economic conditions, they are unable to
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progress rapidly with speculative office automation developments. These conditions are
undoubtedlyholding back many organisations☂plansforoffice automation, but meantime we
have identified, and discuss below, three other important issues that still need to be
resolved. These issues, and the way in which they are eventually resolved will have a great
influence on the future developmentof office automation.

1. The nature of office work
This is the most vital and the most pressing of those issues that have not yet been
sufficiently addressed. Office work is for the most part knowledge work, and, unlike work
on an assembly line, knowledge work is seldom machine-paced. Instead, it depends
upon theintelligence and the abilities of each employee. Furthermore, the more senior
an employee is (and the more valuableheis to the organisation), the more varied and the
less predictable are his duties and the tasks he sets for himself. Millions of such jobs
exist, and each has its own unique requirements. It may well be that the individual job
requirements are just too diverse for standard office automation products and systems
to make an important contribution to very many of them.
The history of automationitself has a bearing on this issue. The substitution of machine
effort for human effort lay at the heart of the Industrial Revolution, and so there is noth-
ing new in the idea of automation. But, in office work, computer applications (at least in
the larger organisations) have already automated mostof the completely routine clerical
tasks. This means that, in those organisations, only the non-routine (andintrinsically
moredifficult) tasks remain to be automated. It is not yet clear whetherit is reasonable to
expect a standardised approach to make an appreciable impact on that kind of work.

Studiesof offices and of the people who work in them have tendedto be biasedto a par-
ticular aspect. For example, some studies have concentrated on the people and the
processesin offices and have taken insufficient account of the capabilities and the
limitations of the technology that might support office work. Other studies have placed
too much emphasis on existing technologies such as word processing or electronic mail,
and have taken no real cognisanceoftheir potential role. This emphasis on existing tech-
nologies tends both to focus onindividual tasks and to lead to piecemeal mechanisation,
rather than to automationin its full sense.

2. Preoccupation with hardware
The computer industry has always emphasisedthe latest hardware and techniquesat
the expenseof a better understanding of the problem. This approach has not prevented
good applications from being developed, butit probably hasnot helpedthe process. In
this respect, office systems arelikely to differ from bespoke computer applications for
two reasons:
♥ The users and the administrators of office systems are unlikely to share the com-

puter professional☂s enthusiasm for new technology per se.

♥ The hardware will not be merely a basis for system development, as it is with
bespoke applications. Rather, the system as delivered will either perform as needed
or it will fail altogether.

In other words, office systems products (unlike computers) will probably be judged
strictly by the benefits that they actually bring to an organisation. Novelty and gadgetry
will becomefar less attractive than they have been in the past.

3. Social and psychological factors
Mostoffice automation is directed either towards reducing the number of staff in offices,
or towards changing the waysin which staff perform their jobs. Although manyoffice
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systems enthusiasts appear to overlook the prospect, these changes may well be resis-ted, and they may well be resisted by individuals other than those whose jobs may beautomated out of existence.
Another factor is that administrative support staff in offices usually have many moreinformal duties than their job descriptions suggest. Personal secretaries to seniormanagers may be categorised as typists and filing clerks, but often they act on theirsuperiors☂ behalf in many important ways. Also, their superiors view them as corporatestatus symbols, which they would relinquish only very reluctantly.
In addition, the office is a social and

a

political melting pot in which a good deal ofinfor-mal communication takes place, muchof it non-verbal and extremely subtle. Any systemof office automation that attempted to reducethelevel of personalinteractionsin officeswould probablyfail.
An indication of the difficulties of implementing office systems has been demonstrated inthe experiments that some organisations have conductedin allowing clerical employeesto work from home and to communicate with their offices via keyboards and telecom-municationslinks. (We mentioned one such experimentin our third case history on page11.) Despite their initial enthusiasm for working at home, some members of staffchangedtheir minds after just a few months, and preferred to commute daily to theiroffices.

In summary, our research has shown that, although manyorganisations are experimentingwith office systems, there is as yet no widespread application of office automation. Manyorganisations are well aware of the difficulties that still have to be overcomebefore thedevelopmentofoffice systems can proceed beyond the experimental stage, and they arenow seeking adviceasto the directiontheir developments should take.In the final chapterofthis report, we provide such advice.
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CHAPTER 5

STRATEGIC ISSUES

Although there is, so far, no conclusive evidence that office automation will deliver large-
scale benefits, the underlying case for office automation ♥ the apparently poor productivity
record of the office, coupled with the increasing cost of maintaining it ♥ remains as persua-
sive as ever. For this reason, many organisationswill at least wish to establish a policy and
to prepare the groundfor the time when conditions become more favourable. Some organi-
sations, and particularly those whose future competitiveness may depend heavily on the
efficiency of their office staff, may choose to proceed as quickly as they usefully can. In this
chapter, we offer guidance to those organisations. We basethis guidance both on the
limited experience there has been so far, and on our own assessment of future develop-
ments.

A STAGE THEORY FOR OFFICE AUTOMATION
Richard Nolan put forward his four-stage theory for data processing in 1973, and later
extendedit to six stages, as shownin figure 4 overleaf. The key aspectof his theory, demon-
strated by the classical ☁S☂-shaped learning curves in the figure, is that organisations take
time to learn about andto adjust to new information systems, andthat these information sys-
temsinevitably alter the way the organisation operates. Because of the differences between
data processing and office automation (summarised on pages 2 and3), organisations must
inevitably undergo a separate learning process in installing office automation. Yet there are
sufficient similarities between office systems and data processing systems to supposethat
the learning process for office systems can also be expressed in terms of a numberof
stages. We postulate three stagesfor office automation, which we discuss below in termsof
their technological characteristics:

Stage 1: Stand-alone/activity-oriented automation

The word processor is most obviously characteristic of this stage. Other stand-alone
devices, such as microcomputers, are alsolikely to feature in this stage by undertaking
activities such as financial modelling or personal filing! It is also more than possible that
some organisations☂ developments in the data processing area will already have brought
those organisationseither into or through the first stage of office automation. For example,
those organisations in which the data terminal is already an accepted pieceofoffice equip-
ment may be well positioned to move immediately into stage 2.

Stage 2: Co-operative/activity-oriented automation

Electronic mail is an obvious example ofthis secondstageof office automation. As soon as
an element of co-operation is introducedinto office systems, other than on a very localised
basis, the demands placed both on the equipment itself and on the user organisation
increase substantially. The move from batch data processing to on-line data processing
providesa parallel from the technical point of view. The organisational impact stems from
the need for all the affected individuals to changetheir working habits more or less simul-
taneously, and also to adopt new and broadly compatible working methods.
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 Figure 4 Nolan☂s stage theory of the wayin which information technologyis absorbedinto anorganisation
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Stage 3: Process-oriented automation
In a process-oriented approachto office systems, the office is viewed as a set of proceduresOr processes, each of which contributes to the objectives of the department and hence tothe objectives of the business. Each process consists of a numberof activities. Thus, theStaff recruitment process whichis carried Out by the personnel department, will usually in-clude communication activities (for example, by mail and by telephone), interviews, docu-ment preparation and document filing, and so on. __ 4 PinAvCE 4- ADV
Implications of a stage theory for office automation
Someresearchers have arguedthat the process-oriented approachtooffice systemsis theonly valid one and,by implication, that an activity-oriented approach(like word processing)is unsound. In termsof office systems design this argument has some merit, and we discussthis point on page 29. Whenit is considered in practical terms, however, and when accountis taken of the limitations both of current technology andof the collective understanding ofoffice systems, the argument becomes much less convincing. Although we agree that thedesignof office systems should seek to focus on proceduresor processes, we would never-theless expect the implementation of office systems to go through someinterim stages.
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The process-oriented approachimplies that several diverse office activities are co-ordinated
within the office system, either in terms of technology (for example, by a multifunction work-
station) or in terms of information structures and information exchange. This approach, of
course, implies that sophisticated equipment and software will be used. Also, it will inevi-
tably severely strain the ability of office staff to collectively assimilate new methodsof work-
ing. In most office environments, therefore, a gradual approach will be essential.

Wedeliberately used the term ☁co-ordinated☂ above, rather than the term ☁integrated☂, which
might normally have been expected in this context. The reason for our choice of term is that
the essenceof office systems is, we believe, that they should act as utilities that support
office staff. They should not, we suggest, seek to automate processes totally. We makethis
assertion not because of any romantic desire to preserve the office in any waylikeits
present form, but because the essential function of the office must be preservedif the office
is to continue to serve the organisation to which it belongs.

The office generally serves as a communication centre and as a buffer between the produc-
tion units and the distribution and control mechanismswithin the organisation. It also serves
as a buffer between the organisation and the outside world. In that capacity, it provides
muchoftheflexibility that every organisation needsif it is to be able to respond to changing
circumstances and unexpected events.

Thatflexibility depends to a large extent on the exercising of human judgement and human
discrimination. If office systemsare to contribute to the effectivenessof the organisation as
a whole they must seek to improve productivity in the office. In doing that, however, they
must not detract from the ability of office staff to apply judgement where it is needed. The
effective support for human judgementis part of the potential gain to be had from office
automation.
Two important implications of our stage theory for office automation deserve particular
emphasis. First, each stage tends to be a prerequisite for the next stage, and so it cannot
easily be skipped. For example, in terms of our postulated office automation stages, a co-
operative grouping cannot be formed until stage 1 has built up a sufficient ☁critical mass☂
both of devices and of people who are adept at using those devices. Generally speaking,
such a grouping will need to include all, or at least most of, the people with whom the
membersof a group co-operate in performing the activities that are to be automated.

Second, the benefits to the organisation tend to increase with each successive stage. This
tendency is clear from the nature of the benefits that it is reasonable to expectat each
stage. Activity automation (stage 1) is clearly mostlikely to displace administrative costs,
whereas co-operation (stage 2) should improve both the organisation's response and its
administrative effectiveness. Process automation might reasonably be expected to carry the
gains one stage further and to begin to enhancethe quality of decision making.

JUDGING THE PACE OF THE OFFICE AUTOMATION EFFORT

Our stage theory for office automation suggests that organisations need to be content with
limited gainsin the initial stages, in anticipation of their being able to achieve faster progress
at a later date. Our theory does not, on its own, indicate what the right time is for an
organisation to embark on stage 4 to enable it to be ready for stage 2 as soon as the
technology appropriate for that stage is sufficiently advanced.

Although Nolan submitted the thesis that an organisation mustlearn about data processing,
and that the learning process cannot be accelerated beyond a certain pace, many people
may believe, with hindsight, that their organisations would have benefited more had they
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embarked on data processing later than they actually did. Those organisations are likely tobe cautious when theyconsider whetheror not to embark on a programmeofoffice automa-tion. As we have shownin this report, the understanding both ofoffice automation and of thetechnology available to undertakeit are immature. It follows from this that if an organisationmakes a major effort now to automate the office, it risks paying the penalty of being apioneer. If, on the other hand, it waits, it risks being left behind by thoseofits competitorswhohave taken the gambleof starting early. It will then be at a disadvantage because theywill have built up the experience necessary to progress morerapidly to the later stages ofoffice automation, where the benefits do becomesignificant.
Any attempt to addressthis issue at present would inevitably be speculative. We believe,nonetheless, that there are three possible approachesto office automation that organisa-tions can adopt, as we discuss below:
1. Wait and watch the developments

This approachis valid for those organisations that are underno real and immediate pres-sure to reducetheir office costs. Because they are not under pressure, those organisa-tions are unlikely to gain senior management support for a serious assault on office auto-mation, bearing in mind that this would almost certainly entail significant expenditure foruncertain gains.
Those organisations for which this approachis valid will be best advised to put theirresources into data processing (or, if appropriate, into process automation) while theywait for office equipment both to improve in functionality and to reducein price.

2. Respond pragmatically to opportunitiesThose organisationsthat are labour intensive or that operate underintense competitivepressure are lesslikely to be willing to adopt the passive approachto office automationimplied in 1 above. Without clear and convincing strategies to pursue, most organisa-tions that do see the need to take action on office automation must, we consider,respond pragmatically to any opportunities that present themselves.In addition, theymight usefully carry out controlled experiments. The objective either way would be tobuild up experience with office systems, although, of course, they might, in the rightcircumstances, also achieve either some genuine cost reductions or some gains ineffectiveness.
3. Force the pace

Those organisations that are determined to press forward quickly with office automationwill undoubtedly gain support from the suppliers of equipment. But whether theywill suc-ceed in implementing office automation projects will depend heavily on their own effortsand determination. Assuming that an organisation can define a valid systems approach,any successit haswill almost certainly depend on one or more of the following threefactors:
♥ Theability to reorganise office staff to suit the tools available at present.
♥ A major investmentin bespoke software, and possibly in bespoke hardware.
♥ A major education andtraining programme.

DETERMINING THE FOCUS OF THE OFFICE AUTOMATION EFFORT
Irrespective of whether an organisation takes a pragmatic approach or a determinedapproachtooffice automation, it will need to determine the focusofits efforts so that it may
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narrow both the scope of the necessary investigative work and the range of optionsit will
have to consider. We put forward below threealternative (but not mutually exclusive) waysin
which an organisation might determine the focus.
Focuson following the technology
Although it might seem like an abdication of responsibility for an organisation to follow the
technology, in practical terms such an approach has much to recommendit at present,
because it probably represents the most economical way to gain experience. For that
experienceto be valid, however, an organisation must devote great care both to determining
the office systems☂ objectives at the outset, and to measuring the results and drawing the
correct conclusions from whatit achieves.
Focuson particular types of staff
Leaving aside senior management, who are undoubtedly the mostdifficult group to support
with new office technology, many organisations will be able to recognise certain types of
staff who are particularly crucial to the satisfactory performance of the organisation. Then,
having identified them, an organisation might focus its office automation effort on them.
Alternatively, an organisation might focus on a particular type of staff merely because the
existing systems used by those staff provide a good launching platform for new support
systems.
Briefly, the five main categoriesof office staff and their key characteristics are as follows:

1. Back-office clerical staff
Conventional data processing systems have concentrated on supporting and/or dis-
placing back-office clerical staff. Sometimesit is possible to build a form of front-end to
existing data processing systemseither to cope with the non-routine activities of the
work of back-office clerical staff or to help with ancillary information-handling activities.
Both of theseactivities represent areas where data processing has always beenineffec-
tive.

2. Professional staff
Professional staff can be defined as those who make a specialised contribution to the
organisation through intellectual work. They tend to be heavy users of timesharing
services and personal computing services. Electronic filing systems, information
retrieval systems, modelling systems and possibly decision support systems all appear
to be relevantto this type of staff. Networked personal computers seem also to provide a
promising technical solution to the needs of professionalstaff.

3. Managerial staff
Line managers, who supervise either people or plant, are, like senior managers, difficult
to help directly with office automation. The reasonfor this is that so much of their work
tends to be informal, and it is characterised by diversity and fragmentation. Improved
voice communication systemsor electronic mail systems, Or possibly decision support
systems might be appropriate to meet the needs of these managers.

4. Sharp-end staff
Salesmenare typical of what we term here sharp-endstaff. Like the professionalstaff,
their contributionis individual, but it is less specialised. Throughtheir direct contact with
customers, with suppliers, and with others, they tend to have a high business impact,
and their work is characterised by a fast pace and an absence of a formal basis.
Although many sharp-end staff are not strictly office staff, they are relevantto this report
because the support that office staff provide to them might be either displaced or
improved through the use of office systems.
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5. Secretarial staff
Through word processing products, the secretarial group of staff has received mostattention from the suppliers of office automation products. It has now becomeclearthatautomation hasonly limited impact on these staff. As a result, the focus of attention bothof suppliers and organisations has turned instead to automating the activities of mana-gers. However, indirect gains in the productivity of secretarial staff achieved throughmore effective filing systems or support systems might yet prove to befruitful areas ofoffice automation.

Focus on particular departments
Finally, it is possible for an organisation to focus on particular departments. The mecha-nisms an organisation usesto identify those departments mayvary from the purely subjec-tive (choosing those whoeither are mostlikely to respond well or are mostin need of help),to the formal (carrying out a wide-ranging analysis of office procedures). Either way,it isimportant that an organisation should not be overly influenced by existing departmentalboundaries, but instead should concentrate on identifying functions.
Those functions may be carried out within one office or they may spanseveraloffices. TheOffice Automation Group at MIT define a function as ☁☁an aggregate of all the detailedactivities that collectively manage and maintain some resourcethat relates to the businessgoals of the larger organisation☂. For example, the personnel function may well span thepersonnel department, the wages office and the internal training group. Focusing on func-tions as a whole doesnot necessarily mean that they must be automated as a whole, but theemphasis on functions is essential both to set valid objectives for office systems and tomeasure all the effects. Otherwise problems may merely be displaced, rather than solved.

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Methods to analyse office procedures are beginning to emerge, although none to ourknowledgecanyet be described as proven. The MIT Office Automation Group has publisheda paper entitled ☜☁OAM: An Office Analysis Methodology☂, andit is from that paperthat wequotedbriefly above. We ourselves have developed and use a simple method for evaluatingthe results of an analysis of office procedures. It consists of a matrix, in which the rowsrepresent typesof office activity and the columns represent departments and/or functionalgroupings.
Each cell in the matrix contains a ☁score☂, which represents the size of the potential gainfrom providing office systems tools to support that particular activity in the depart-ment/grouping concerned. High-scoring rows will suggest those tools or techniques thatshould be adopted, whereas high-scoring columnswill suggest those departments/group-ings that should be concentrated onfirst. (High scores could, however, be indicative ofproblems that new technology cannot address.) The choice of the targets on whichto focuscould be further conditioned by managementpriorities, such as a desire to improve salesperformancerather than to reducecosts.
Two assumptions underlie this method that we have developed. The first assumptionis thatcommon office systems will be implemented acrossall the departments/groupings sur-veyed, starting in one or two departments and propagating the systems to other depart-ments as appropriate. The second assumption is that new capabilities will be added onto theinitial office systems to convert them progressively from activity-oriented systems to pro-cess-oriented systems.
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MIGRATION STRATEGY
The migration path for office automation that organisations most commonly adopt begins
with word processing, then leads throughelectronic mail into electronic filing and/orintegra-
a with data processing applications. This migration path has two particular points in its
avour:

♥ It suits the technology that is available now.
♥ It complements mostexisting data processing operations. (Indeed, itis the approach

that mainframe computer suppliers typically recommend.)

Additionally, and for two main reasons, word processing has great attractions as a first step
on the path to office automation. First, it can often be cost-justified on tangible savings,
although at present equipmentcost levels the justification usually requires that the support
staff be reorganised into pools or smaller units. Second, the initial resistance to office
automation can be overcome moreeasily than if new technology and new waysof working
are ☁imposed☂ on the more seniorstaff in the organisation.

The combinationof the factors mentioned above makes a powerful case for beginning office
automation with word processing. For certain organisations, particularly those that depend
heavily on data processing systems and that have sophisticated communications networks,
this migration strategy may well be completely appropriate. Even so, there undoubtedly are
(or there will later be) alternative migration strategies, andthis particular strategy is open to
question on several grounds. The most important of these are:

♥ Word processing is not necessarily the route (or even a route) into electronic mail.

♥ The disruption that the widespread introduction of word processors causes and the
consequent reorganisation that is necessary, may actually set back the cause of
office automation for those staff (namely managers and professionals) who stand to
gain most from it.

♥ Because executives are not themselvesdirectly affected by office automation, their
support for and understanding of office automation may remain nominal.

At this stage, it is difficult to offer clear alternatives to the commonly-adopted migration
strategy. But, bearing in mind that it now seems probable that the major benefits of office
automation will accrue from offering tools directly to professionals and managers, net-
worked personal computers appear to be a promising possibility.

Additionally, the process-oriented approachto office automation implies mechanisms for
shared access to commoninformation that may be stored on either minicomputers or micro-
computers, at either departmental or section level.

In planning a migration strategy, an organisation must therefore give attention to the basic
communications infrastructure. In our view, this infrastructure has both a physical
dimension and

a

logical dimension. The physical dimension will be a switched corporate
communications network. The logical dimension will be a common understanding ofthe for-
mat andthesignificance of information that is shared and exchanged. That common under-
standing already exists to some extent within offices, but new technology will change some
of the rules and will create new relationships. Consequently, we believe that data analysis
techniques, or, alternatively, some development of those techniques, will play a key role in
the later stages of office automation.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

The case for office automation is based on a combination of two factors ♥ the increasing
cost of the staff who work in offices and the declining cost of information technology.This
case, advanced some years ago and muchdiscussed since, remains as persuasive as ever.
For all that, neither the products currently available to automate the office, nor the under-
standing of what can be and should be attempted, are sufficiently advanced for organisa-
tions to embark on office automation at present without incurring someof the risks asso-ciated with pioneering.
It is instructive to compare the present state of developmentof office automation with thedevelopment of data processing in its early years. Many organisations, with the benefit ofhindsight, may now reflect that their early data processing systems did not deliver theexpected results. Indeed, many of those early systems would not have been implemented atall if the organisations had been aware of the ultimate cost of developing and running thesystems. Yet the experience gained with the early failures (or the partial successes) of dataprocessing has been the foundation on which many of today☂s highly successful data pro-cessing systems have been built.
Webelievethatit is correct to view the present state of developmentofoffice automation ina similar way to the development of data processing in those early years. For thoseorganisations that are prepared to take the risks of being a pioneer in office automation, thetime is now right to carry out experiments and pilot projects. Organisations that embark onsuch a course of action need, of course, to be aware that the benefits of office automationwill not be achieved either easily or quickly.
Analternative strategy for an organisation to adoptis to attempt nothingin the field of officeautomation until the nature and the scale of the opportunity that office automation repre-sents take on a moresolid form, and until, also, the products improve. The implication ofadopting this alternative strategy is that, when the organisation does later embark on anoffice automation programme, it will already be several years behind those organisationsthat have acceptedtherisks of starting early. Those organisations that do decideto startearly will already have built up the experience necessaryto takefull advantageof the tech-nology as it matures.
This report has provided guidance to Foundation members as they choose the course ofaction to follow for office automation. The Foundation will continue to monitor and report ondevelopments in the field of office automation, and Report No. 29 will provide guidance tothose organisations that wish to implementoffice systems.
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